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SPECIAL ORDER 2021.39 

Northern Virginia Fire & Rescue Leadership Development 

Institute Training Opportunity 

OFFICE OF THE FIRE CHIEF 

Issue Date:   May 20, 2021 

Expiration Date: October 31, 2021 

Applicability:  Career Lieutenants, Captains, and Battalion Chiefs.   

Volunteer Lieutenants, Captains, and Assistant Chiefs. 

OVERVIEW 1 

The Howard County Department of Fire and Rescue Services (Department) and the Fire Chief remain 2 

committed to the professional development of our organizational leaders.  As such, The Department will 3 

sponsor a certain number of personnel to attend this year’s Northern Virginia Fire and Rescue Leadership 4 

Development Institute Company Officer Leadership or Command Officer Leadership program. 5 

 6 

The Northern Virginia Fire and Rescue Leadership Development Institute delivers two programs that 7 

provide a valuable learning experience for fire officers.  The six-day, residency-required programs are 8 

taught by regional leaders, and are managed, supported, coordinated, and delivered by regional fire 9 

officers for regional fire officers.  The curriculum is set annually and incorporates participant feedback as 10 

well as input from the Northern Virginia Chiefs Committee, who identify emerging and trending issues.  11 

Attendance at the program allows participants to interact and learn with peers from around the region, 12 

providing an enriching educational experience.  The Department has sponsored several officers in recent 13 

years, and their review of the program was extremely positive. 14 

DEFINITIONS 15 

➢ None  16 

TOPIC DETAILS 17 

Interested officers must submit a memo of intent and a resume to the Office of the Fire Chief through the 18 

chain of command no later than Monday, July 01, 2021, at 1000, to be considered for the program.  The 19 

memo should highlight why the officer would be a good candidate to represent our Department as a 20 

student in the program. 21 

 22 

The program is an intensive six-day, resident leadership program that is scheduled to begin October 18 23 

and end October 23, 2021 at the National Conference Center in Leesburg, VA.  The Department will be 24 

sponsoring up to four candidates, providing official leave, program tuition, and resources for 25 
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transportation if necessary.  Housing, meals, snacks, and the training are covered by the program tuition.  26 

On-site residency for the program is required for the duration of the program, from Monday through 27 

Saturday.   28 

 29 

More information can be found at the program website, https://nvers.org/fireemd/LDI, and by talking to 30 

our graduates about their experience in the program: 31 

• Command Officer Leadership Management Program 32 

o Retired BC C. Ridgely (2017) 33 

o BC S. Hardesty (2017) 34 

o BC D. Becker (2018) 35 

o BC L. Smeltzer (2018) 36 

o AC V. Baker (2019) 37 

o BC M. Pullium (2019) 38 

 39 

• Company Officer Leadership Program 40 

o BC D. Sabat (2017) 41 

o CAP W. Porter (2017) 42 

o BC C. Speight (2018) 43 

o CAP K. Mayne (2019) 44 

o CAP M. Stout (2019) 45 

 46 

The program has a limited number of slots.  While acceptance cannot be guaranteed, the Department has 47 

been in contact with the program directors and will coordinate our candidate applications.  On or about 48 

July 03, 2019, the Department will make selections, after which candidates will be directed to complete 49 

the program application found on their website and complete their process.  That process should be 50 

completed as soon as possible following selection to maximize chances of acceptance. 51 

FORMS/ATTACHMENTS/REFERENCES 52 

• Attachment A: LDI 2021 Session Information 53 

 54 

Approved: 55 

 56 

 57 

 58 

William G. Anuszewski, Fire EMS Chief 59 

Office of the Fire Chief 60 

 61 
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Northern Virginia Fire & Rescue 

Leadership Development Institute 
 2021 Session Information 

 

https://www.nvers.org/fireems/

LDI 

 

The Northern Virginia Fire and Rescue Department’s Leadership Development Institute (NVFRLDI) 

provides unique and important leadership training for company-level and command officers. Many fire 

service programs focus specifically on the strategies and tactics of firefighting, but a majority of any 

officer’s time is spent interacting with the members and citizens while in the firehouse, rather than on 

the incident scene. Leadership, management and communication skills are both an art and a science 

that have to be taught in the fire service, just as they are taught in the military. This program combines 

the art and science of leadership, as well as management techniques and skills, taught by national level 

speakers from within and outside the fire service. We provide not only education and knowledge, but 

specific methods to implement what the student has learned.  This unique training environment 

provides opportunities to practice in a non-threatening setting with feedback from recognized fire and 

rescue leaders. This combination of instruction and implementation is what makes this experience 

distinct.   

We offer two programs, the Company Officer Leadership Program (COLP) and the Command Officer 

Leadership and Management Program (COLMP). Both are six day residency programs with students 

required to stay on campus the entire time. All students are selected on a competitive basis by their 

department and are recommended for the program by their fire chiefs. The programs are designed to be 

challenging to the students, with little to no down-time.  Students are required to attend all portions of 

the program; no tardiness is allowed.  Students are engaged throughout the day, typically starting in the 

early morning hours and ending late at night.  The schedule mimics daily life in the firehouse by forcing 

the officer to manage multiple tasks throughout the day including PT, meal times, education, 

networking, some aspects of fatigue and still handle personnel issues calmly. This approach is designed 

to keep students slightly “off-balance” the entire week, which in turn allows them to challenge their 

normal routines and ways of thinking. A primary goal of the program is to encourage cross-

organizational communication and networking. 

The target audience for COLP is future or acting company officers as well as existing company officers, 

preferably with 1-2 years of experience. These students are able to use their experience working as 

subordinates or in a leadership role to determine which leadership methods work.  This experience 

informs their initial understanding of effective leadership. The focus of this program is direct leadership: 

work procedures, standards, group cohesion, norms, individual motivation, individual/small group task 

oriented perspectives and dynamics. The target audience for COLMP is future or acting command 

officers as well as existing command officers with 1-2 years of experience. Command officers are 

typically charged with leading and managing multiple companies or business lines. The focus of this 

program is organizational leadership: leadership climate, organizational culture, policies, changes, 

systems and processes. Both NVFRLDI programs are intended to open and challenge the minds of the  
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participants, to teach them concepts and skills, allow them to practice, and then to go forth and mentor 

others. Leaders with additional years of experience in their rank will also benefit from new skills and 

approaches to practicing the art of leadership, mentorship, and management, and are highly 

encouraged to apply as well.  

October 18-23, 2021 will be the eighth session of the company officer program and the sixth session of 

the command officer program. We welcome applications from career and volunteer fire/rescue 

personnel from jurisdictions inside and outside of the Metropolitan Washington COG. Our program is 

fortunate to have numerous perspectives from students and staff across the Mid-Atlantic region. Please 

visit the Institute’s website address at https://www.nvers.org/fireems/LDI for additional information 

and to download a student application. 

The NVFRLDI is excited to return to in-person education after having been forced to cancel last year’s 

session due to the global pandemic. While exact plans and any necessary program adjustments are still 

being reviewed, NVFRLDI is committed to closely following all CDC guidance. We look forward to 

another year of enhancing the knowledge base and abilities of fire/rescue leaders in the region! 
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